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NEW QUESTION: 1
A network technician cannot connect to a remote RDP host. The
application issues the message Cannot reach
remotehost.companyABC.com.
The technician then attempts to ping the DNS address, and the
following information is displayed:
At which if the following layers of the OSI model does the
issue exist?
A. Transport layer
B. Application layer
C. Network layer
D. Data link layer
E. Session layer
Answer: C
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
* read committed
READ COMMITTED
Specifies that shared locks are held while the data is being
read to avoid dirty reads, but the data can be changed before
the end of the transaction, resulting in nonrepeatable reads or
phantom data. This option is the SQL Server default.
* SERIALIZABLE
Places a range lock on the data set, preventing other users
from updating or inserting rows into the data set until the
transaction is complete. This is the most restrictive of the
four isolation levels. Because concurrency is lower, use this
option only when necessary. This option has the same effect as
setting HOLDLOCK on all tables in all SELECT statements in a
transaction.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which THREE of the below are possible reasons for an entity's
capital amount to change?
A. New or withdrawn capital
B. Depreciation of non-current assets
C. Drawings
D. Net profit/loss
Answer: A,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
When EIGRP is enabled on Cisco IOS XR, which EIGRP feature is
on by default?
A. stub routing
B. no auto-summary

C. eigrp authentication
D. no ip eigrp split-horizon
E. unequal cost paths load-balancing
Answer: B
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